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tology, is at best bizarre, if not a willful irrationalist's assault

esting of British psychological-warfare and intelligence op

on science, epistemology, and politics.

erations in the postwar period, including those associated

This question gets to the heart of the matter: What was

with a certain Marie Jahoda, one of the insiders in the Soviet

Scientology's relation to the satanic movement for a "New

intelligence-linked "Frankfurt School," and later a director

Age"I"Age of Aquarius"-an intelligence project spanning

of the Sussex Science Policy Research Unit, a nexus of KGB

the past 100 years?

operations into the West.
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ifornia black-magic group led by one Jack Parsons, a disciple

into the early 1960s, Dianetics/Scientology was looked on

and financial supporter of Aleister Crowley, this century's

favorably in psychological-policy circles in Britain, because

guru of "sex-magic" Satanism. (On Crowley and Satanism,

of Hubbard's "insights on the primacy of perception." Later,

see EIR. Vol. 14, No. 47, Nov. 28,1987 "Aquarian author

this individual said, relevant circles in the Sussex milieu felt

admits 'New Age' movement is Nazi.") In this chapter, the

that Hubbard had gone awry, as his

author's intention is to debunk the claim of Scientology lit

church and a cult.

group became more of a

erature, that Hubbard had joined the Parsons circle to destroy

Is the "Hubbard project" a Frankenstein that got out of

black magic from within. But Miller's only counter to this,

control? Or, perhaps not out of control at all? Author Miller

is to demonstrate, once again, that Hubbard was engaging in

evidently does not wish to know, or have us know.

a financial racket, to "rip off' Parsons. Crowley and Parsons
are portrayed, in essence, as the victims of Hubbard's wheel

ing-and-dealing in the satanic drama. To the same effect,
Parsons' own strange death in the 19408 is given no expla
nation.
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magazine by Hubbard's son, "Nibs," who was very hostile
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Miller calls this "a little too wild," and lacking "subtlety."
Why? Why write a book of almost 400 pages, purporting to
be a shocking expose, and simply dismiss charges that are

substantive, while embracing only evidence that conforms to
the popular "con-man" construct? Miller seems definitely
afraid to find out "where the monkey sleeps."
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control," to protect someone somewhere.
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